
 

 

 

The undersigned _________________________ 

Born in ___________ the ___/_____/_____ 

Resident in ___________ (city), address__________________, state_____________ 

Document (type)_________________________________ n°______________________________________ 

Expiration date_______________________ 

Telephone______________________ email____________________________ 

If you are filling this form as parents: 

Name and surname of father/mother________________________________________________ 

Id number_______________________________________________  

Expiration date_____________________________ 

 

sign__________________________________   date___________________________ 

 

The costumer asks:  

1. To use an electric go kart given by the managing society of the circuit at his own risk and to use it with other 
costumers in the drift kart indoor circuit run by Centro Provinciale Revisioni  Snc; He also recognize at this 
society the right of interrupting the race in any circumstances by its employees and without any right on the 
money paid for the service. The Undersigned also declare:  
 

2.   To have already seen the condition of the circuit in all his parts and that he found it respectful of his needs 
3. To have read the rules of the circuit that he accepts and want to respect it; 
4. To have seen the prices and the other conditions in order to use the circuit;  
5. To understand that the use of the circuit would not be exclusive but would be shared with other costumers;  
6. To respect and follow all the instruction that the employees might eventually ask during the race;  
7. To pay attention to the other customers in the circuit or to obstacles and to point it out to the the other 

customers on the truck 
8. To be in perfect health condition  in order to use the kart and that you are not using drugs or alcohol that can 

influence your ability to drive;  
9. That the go kart you are gonna use is in good conditions and that you are responsible of the eventual damage 

caused during your race; 
10. To absolve of all responsibilities the managing company of the circuit from all the eventual damages involving 

people or things and from all forms or reimbursement related to your experience in the circuit; 
11. To be aware that all the parking are unattended and so to absolve of all responsibilities for eventual damages 

to people and things the managing company of the circuit. 

 

Sign____________________________ 


